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Introduction 

WLCG is a strongly cost-constrained infrastructure with respect to available storage capacity. The             

foreseen flat budgets for data centre expansion and superlinear growth in data volume mean that               

managing the storage/cost ratio will be a critical enabling factor in operating a successful High               

Luminosity-LHC computing platform. 

Storage Quality of Service (QoS) is a general term that describes how storage may be abstracted.                

Rather than describing storage in terms of the media used (e.g., “disk” “tape”). QoS seeks to                

describe storage in terms of how the storage behaves or (equivalently) for which points in data                

lifecycle is the storage appropriate. This abstraction gives infrastructure providers more flexibility            

in their purchasing, and experiment users more flexibility in their work- and dataflows. This can               

also help drive down cost by exposing the relationship between relevant storage characteristics             

(such as capacity, reliability, or performance) under a given cost constraint. 

The motivation for pursuing QoS could also be formulated in the following manner: “Given the               

expected flat budget for High-Lumi RUN 4, create a mechanism to allow a diversity where sites can                 
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offer specific QoS options through innovative solutions that save cost, while allowing experiments             

to optimise their storage usage.” 

The purpose of this document is to define QoS clearly to reduce any misunderstanding in               

subsequent discussions, and to set out the potential benefits of QoS for WLCG in order to motivate                 

a coherent approach to realising cost savings with respect to the expected and required              

computational throughput of the experiments. 

The WLCG software environment has many resources that may be optimised. Storage is one              

example, with networking and computing being other examples. In this paper, we limit the              

discussion to QoS associated with storage and consider networking and computing aspects out of              

scope. Although these other resources can have a strong impact on the cost of processing data, we                 

felt that limiting the scope to storage allows for significant performance optimisation and cost              

minimisation while the changes remain achievable. 

QoS and Storage 

WLCG has long exploited cost differentials in storage cost and performance. The data             

management infrastructure operates with two QoS classes: “disk” and “tape”. Currently, when            

writing data to a storage system, it is clear with which QoS class the data will be stored. Compared                   

to tape, data written to disk is more readily available, with a lower latency, but with a lower                  

durability: it is more likely for data to be lost when stored on disk than when stored on tape. 

Experiment work-flows have evolved to optimise their use of these two QoS classes. Data with               

strong durability requirements (e.g., raw data) is stored on tape. Tape also provides a cheaper               

solution, so data where long access times are acceptable may also be stored on tape. 

However, this dichotomy hides a large variation in individual implementations, and many more             

QoS classes are technically possible. Increasingly sites are exploring the use of erasure coding,              

which trades cost against performance. As new, faster media becomes cheaper, sites will likely              

deploy some fraction of their capacity using faster technologies, such as SSDs/flash or NVMe. One               

key goal of storage QoS is to enable sites to make new technologies available to experiments                

without disrupting the existing work-flows. 

When referring to performance of storage technology, it is important to reiterate that we have               

explicitly excluded networking from this discussion. Therefore, the performance characteristics are           

some nominal (or “best”) value, which will likely only be observed when requesting data over               

site-local networks. When accessing files remotely, the network may prove a limiting factor when              

delivering data. 

Caching 
Caches are increasingly deployed by sites to improve performance. We briefly consider two kinds              

of cache: the service-side cache and the client-side cache. A server-side cache is typically deployed               

as part of a storage system; for example, a site may deploy a small amount of SSD/flash storage in                   

front of regular spinning disk. This is in contrast to client-side caching, which is typically deployed                

close to the client making IO requests. For the purposes of this document, we consider               
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infrastructure caches (e.g., caching services with nodes colocated with NREN point-of-presence) as            

client-side caches. 

Server side caches may be considered part of storage QoS. As an example, consider files where,                

after being read, they are very unlikely to be re-read. For such files, a server-side cache offers no                  

benefit and storing these files in the cache will reduce the cache’s efficiency. The storage may                

offer the option of direct access to the underlying storage, so bypassing the cache. This option may                 

be presented as an alternative QoS class. Therefore, storing files with this QoS class may improve                

cache efficiency. 

Client side caching is not considered part of storage QoS. These may have a strong impact on the                  

perceived performance of data access, both in terms of caching data and latency hiding; however,               

this effect is only available to users of that cache. In this sense, it is not a factor of the storage, but                      

of the client’s local environment, so is better described outside of storage QoS. 

Workflows and example use cases 

At various points throughout WLCG workflows, different requirements are placed on storage            

systems. 

One example is a variation in required durability (likelihood of data loss). When the output from                

some analysis job is first written, the data exists in a single location. Should data be lost then the                   

job must be re-run to recreate the lost data. If a second copy of the data is made, the durability                    

requirement is reduced, since data loss may be recovered simply by copying the remaining copy of                

the data. Similarly, raw data cannot be reproduced, but derived data may be recalculated. Finally,               

data that is used when writing scientific papers is likely more important than data that is not used                  

in any publication. 

Another example is a variation in performance requirements. Data is often of interest immediately              

after it is first available. Over time, interest decreases and access becomes less likely. Therefore,               

data may be stored on more expensive (higher performance) storage initially and transferred to              

cheaper (lower performance) storage after some time. Another example of this variation is when              

analysis jobs that are more CPU bound compared to those that are more IO-bound: the more                

IO-bound jobs will likely benefit from data stored on faster storage media. 

Currently, these variations can only be mapped onto the two existing offerings: disk and tape. As                

each now has to be dimensioned to cope with its most exacting client workflow, systems are                

inevitably over-specified with respect to other workflows. A more precise brokering of workflow to              

QoS would thus bring economic benefits. This principle can be encapsulated in the question - “how                

can I use the cheapest possible system which will support my workflow?” 

The QoS Landscape 

Ultimately, the different QoS classes that a storage system provides are driven by the available               

storage media types and how data is stored and managed over those media types. These different                

possibilities introduce a combinatorial explosion of different options. Therefore, another way of            
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looking at the goal of QoS is to provide a framework where these different options become                

manageable to the sites and usable to the experiments. 

Underlying media 
When considering storage media, on a performance axis, options include NVMe, SSD/flash,            

Consumer and enterprise HDD, Shingled (SMR), and various nearline/tape options. 

For archival storage, tape is the predominant solution. Other solutions, such as optical or archival               

disk storage solutions are not widely deployed. Different tape media and drive technologies are              

available, but a tape site’s choices are not normally exposed to the users. Sites typically target a                 

single media type and the use of multiple tape technologies is normally only to support transitions                

from old to new. 

It is important to state that performance is not the only way to evaluate storage hardware:                

SSD/flash drives are not well suited to constantly rewriting data as the individual cells start to wear                 

out as data is overwritten. To compensate for this, SSDs typically reserve considerable capacity              

that is not directly unavailable, to be used as replacement cells when an active cell starts to fail.                  

SSD drives exist that hold far fewer cells in reserve; such drives have a higher capacity (so lower                  

cost per TiB) but would only be useful for storing permanent or semi-permanent data. Such               

storage could be exposed to experiments by declaring a distinct QoS class. This would allow this                

media’s use in specialised cases. 

Media grouping 
Individual media’s capacity is often too small to be useful by itself, but is combined to form some                  

aggregate storage. 

Traditionally, disk storage aggregation is done with a RAID pattern. RAID-6 provides a reasonable              

compromise between performance, durability and “cost” (in terms of raw capacity needed to             

store data). Other RAID patterns provide different trade-offs: the RAID-0 pattern provides            

improved performance with higher likelihood of data loss, while the RAID-10 pattern provides very              

high read performance with much higher costs. 

We are seeing increasing use of cluster storage, where storage capacity from several nodes are               

combined to form a combined service. These may provide file-system semantics (e.g., GPFS,             

Lustre) or provide an object store interface (e.g., Ceph, Swift). These grouping layers can store a                

file’s data by striping blocks over multiple services or storing the complete data in a node. They                 

also may support storing data in a fault-tolerant fashion; for example, by duplicating data              

(replication) or by storing multiple hashes of the data (erasure coding). 

In general, fault tolerance incurs an overhead in terms of the raw storage required to store a file                  

and performance. In the case of an object store, there is a choice between replicating complete                

objects and using erasure codes. This may be thought of as a trade-off between performance and                

storage overhead. 
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Storage access 
Experiments need to access storage to fetch their data and store results. That access may be direct                 

to some filesystem (e.g., GPFS/Luster) or object-store (Ceph), but will typically involve contacting             

some grid storage software. Current options include dCache, DPM, EOS, StoRM or XRootD. These              

software components provide media grouping capabilities, combining storage capacity of multiple           

machines, or may integrate the media grouping features of existing solutions. 

Another solution is cloud storage. This is mostly considered as a caching layer to improve               

performance of cloud-based analysis. Depending on the cloud provider’s cost model, cloud storage             

may also be useful for providing additional storage, if there is an appropriate use in experiments'                

work-flow. 

Related projects 
The work within DOMA-QoS does not exist in isolation. Other, related activities are presented here               

in brief summary to lay out a broader context in which QoS is being discussed. 

Data carousel 

The data carousel initiative is an activity principally within the ATLAS VO. The aim is to investigate                 

to what extent the experiment may maximise use of tape by exploiting a moving window of disk                 

residency to support workflows such as analysis or reconstruction. 

Systems Performance and Cost Modeling Working Group 

The working group is tasked to develop models that aim to predict the cost of computing. 

DOMA-Access 

Within the DOMA working group, the DOMA Data Access, Content Delivery and Caching group is               

tasked to study data access patterns, gather measurements, and stimulate discussion for ways to              

improve performance. Caching is one aspect of DOMA-Access’ activities. 

MAS 

The MAS project is led by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), and is investigating how to               

implement and optimise a caching layer in front of tape storage. 

ESCAPE 

The ESCAPE is an EU-funded project to support deployment of data-driven software of various              

scientific communities. One goal is to enable knowledge transfer, where experiments learn from             

WLCG experience in global-scale data management. Exploring QoS is one activity. 

eXtreme-Data Cloud (XDC) 

The eXtreme-Data Cloud is an EU-funded project to investigate how to make storage scalable to               

support science as it makes ever increasing demands on capacity and performance. It funds              
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development effort to support different scientific communities, including WLCG. Improving QoS           

support is one of their tasks. 

The QoS model 
Data may be stored on different underlying media, each with potentially different media grouping.              

As mentioned above, this yields a combinatorial explosion of possible deployments that a site can               

choose between. Exposing this complexity would prevent any meaningful work; therefore, we            

propose the following model for QoS that allows sites to be flexible in what they deploy while also                  

allowing innovation. 

Data storage hierarchy 
When referring to data being stored, it is important to avoid confusion over commonly used               

terms, such as file and replica. These terms, in particular, have different meanings in different               

contexts, so it is important to clearly define them within this document. 

A file is a list of bytes with a well-defined length and (typically) with checksum values from at least                   

one checksum algorithm. A file is identified by a path within some experiment-specific namespace.              

Files will typically (but not always) have distinct content from other files and often contain the                

output from a detector sub-system, reconstruction process, physics analysis or other           

computational activity. 

Files are in the domain of the experiments, where they are usually logically combined into               

collections or datasets to make wide-scale data management practical. 

A replica is a file’s data stored as a single object (a file in a POSIX system or object within an object                      

store) within some storage system. Therefore, each replica has exactly one corresponding file.             

Such storage systems are typically located at sites that pledge resources to that file’s experiment. 

Replicas are in the domain of the sites. To a site, these replicas appear self-contained objects, with                 

no immediate connection to their corresponding file. To illustrate this, consider the loss of a               

replica (e.g., because of some hardware failure). The file will be recoverable if there are additional                

replicas stored elsewhere. However, since these additional replicas are known only to the             

experiment, the site cannot recover from data loss autonomously. Instead, it must report the loss               

to allow the experiment to initiate the recovery. 

The replica’s identity within the storage system is not necessarily bound to the corresponding file’s               

identity. If the storage system supports POSIX-like paths then there are schemes where a replica               

path may be deduced from the corresponding file path (e.g., by adding a constant prefix);               

however, there are other situations where the file path has no bearing on the replica identity. 

A file must have at least one replica, otherwise the file’s data is lost. However, a file may have                   

multiple replicas. Such multiple replicas may be required to achieve the desired guarantees (such              

as data not being lost), needed to support computational activity at specific locations, or an               

artefact of data movement. 
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Storage abstraction: the Storage QoS Class 
The first abstraction layer hides details about how a replica’s data is stored by using Storage QoS                 

classes. 

A Storage QoS Class is an arbitrary label that describes the characteristics of the storage: how well                 

it performs, what is the likelihood of data loss, how to optimise access, and any limitations on how                  

the storage may be used. In the current WLCG model, “disk” and “tape” are the two available                 

storage QoS classes. 

In general, a storage system supports one or more Storage QoS classes. 

If the storage media is homogeneous, then the storage has only one Storage QoS class. A site may                  

deploy multiple such storage systems, each with only a single Storage QoS class. If these Storage                

QoS Classes are different then the site will offer multiple Storage QoS classes. In such cases,                

changing a replica’s QoS involves copying data. 

Where storage systems support multiple Storage QoS Classes, it may be possible to change the               

Storage QoS Class of a replica. One example where this is not possible is if the Storage QoS Class is                    

bound to the namespace, such as replicas stored in one subtree have one Storage QoS Class and                 

replicas stored in a different subtree have a different Storage QoS Class. Under these              

circumstances, Storage QoS Class transitions are only possible by copying data. 

Aggregate Storage QoS Classes 

Where storage systems support both multiple Storage QoS Classes and it is possible to modify a                

replica’s Storage QoS Class, it may be possible for a replica to use multiple Storage QoS Classes                 

concurrently. Such an aggregated Storage QoS Class is perhaps easiest understood if the Storage              

QoS Classes represent underlying media (for example, disk and tape). When a replica (previously              

stored only on tape) is staged back to disk, the data is stored on two different media: disk and                   

tape. At this point, the replica has both the low latency of disk Storage QoS Class and the durability                   

of tape Storage QoS Class: an aggregated Storage QoS Class. 

Here we present two models describing these aggregated Storage QoS Classes. 

In the Discrete Storage QoS Classes model, a replica always has exactly one QoS Storage Class. Any                 

supported aggregated Storage QoS Class (a combination of two or more “primary” Storage QoS              

Classes) is represented by a new, specific QoS Storage Class. For example, a tape-attached storage               

system might support three Storage QoS Classes: ONLINE (for disk storage), CUSTODIAL (for tape              

storage) and ONLINE_AND_CUSTODIAL (the aggregate). The activity of pinning a replica would be             

represented as a CUSTODIAL replica transitioning to the ONLINE_AND_CUSTODIAL Storage QoS           

Class. If an additional media is added (for example, SSDs) that is represented as Storage QoS Class:                 

FAST, then the storage system may offer FAST_AND_CUSTODIAL, FAST_AND_DISK, and          

FAST_AND_DISK_AND_CUSTODIAL as additional Storage QoS Classes. 

An alternative model is the Combinable Storage QoS Classes model. In this model, the client may                

request a file has some (non-empty) set of the advertised Storage QoS Classes. For example, a                

tape-attached storage system could support Storage QoS Classes: ONLINE, CUSTODIAL and FAST.            

Replicas may be requested with any combination of these Storage QoS Classes, with the storage               
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system providing an aggregate behaviour that combines the “best” of each Storage QoS Class; e.g.,               

requesting {FAST, CUSTODIAL} would provide the performance benefits of FAST and the durability             

of CUSTODIAL. 

In both models (Discrete Storage QoS Classes and Combinable Storage QoS Classes), the ability to               

support aggregated Storage QoS Classes will depend on the capabilities of the storage system.              

Some systems may not support any form of aggregation: achieving an additional Storage QoS Class               

would involve creating an additional replica. Other systems may support only a subset of all               

possible combinations: some combinations are allowed, others are not. One distinction between            

these two models is that the Discrete Storage QoS Classes model provides an explicit list of                

supported combinations while the Combinable Storage QoS Classes model requires some           

additional service-level metadata describing the allowed combinations. 

Another distinction is that the Combinable Storage QoS Classes model more clearly distinguishes             

between transitions where the overall characteristics change (e.g., writing to tape: {ONLINE}→             

{CUSTODIAL}) compared to an improvement in characteristics (e.g., pinning a tape file:            

{CUSTODIAL} → {ONLINE,CUSTODIAL}). 

Describing Storage QoS Classes 

Each Storage QoS Class has a set of attributes that provide the base-line, minimum, or guaranteed                

characteristics. For example, a Storage QoS class may have the “bandwidth” attribute, which             

provides some nominal or expected bandwidth when reading data stored with this Storage QoS              

class. Further examples of such attributes include “latency” and “durability” (likelihood of data not              

being lost). 

Other attributes provide advice for clients on how best to use the storage. Examples include the                

optimal block size when writing or reading data and the recommended number of parallel streams               

when transferring data. 

Further attributes may describe requirements on the client when using the storage. Examples             

include the minimum or maximum file size, maximum number of write requests, maximum             

number of read requests, maximum number of files, maximum number of write operations and              

the maximum lifetime of data. 

Finally attributes may describe environmental factors associated with the data, such as its             

geographical location, any certification the institute has undergone, whether data-at-rest is always            

encrypted.  

The description of the attributes is deliberately left vague: there are no definitions for the               

attributes nor a definitive list of which attributes will be published. Although these details are very                

important, they are not included in this document for two reasons: first, the list of attributes                

(along with their definitions) should be decided in collaboration with the experiments, as they will               

be consuming this information; second, the attribute definitions will likely change over time, as              

Storage QoS Classes need to describe the new storage concepts and technologies that become              

available. 

However, an important point to note here is that the Storage QoS class should not describe on                 

which media the data is stored, nor how many copies are made, whether erasure coding is used.                 
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Naturally, these details have a strong impact on the advertised attributes for the Storage QoS               

class, but the details of precisely which media is used are not advertised. 

We can envisage a scenario where, for each Storage QoS class, the site declares with which VO                 

QoS Policies the Storage QoS class should be used. This information would be advisory, with the                

experiment making the ultimate decision of usability. This is discussed further in the section              

“Mapping VO QoS Policies to Storage QoS classes”. 

Geographically distributed storage 

Some storage systems provide an aggregate view, combining storage at different geographic            

locations. Such systems provide a coherent interface with which users can use the storage capacity               

at these different locations. Broadly speaking, there are two main uses: storing the data with a                

particular target location, and storing data generally without any location requirements. The            

former may be used where geographic locality is important; for example, when scheduling work to               

run at the institute storing the data. The latter is more robust against site-specific problems, as the                 

system is free to optimise performance and capacity by selecting where new data is stored or                

moving existing data. 

A storage system may support geographically targeted storage by advertising targeting-specific           

Storage QoS Classes. These classes would have an attribute that describes the targeted location.              

Data for which no specific geographic target is needed may be stored in Storage QoS Classes that                 

do not have this attribute.  In this way, the geographic locality of replicas may be controlled. 

Another use-case is to update a replica that is currently without a specific geographic location so                

that it is stored at some specific location. This may be done by changing that replica’s Storage QoS                  

Class to one that guarantees the replica’s locality. This process should be done even if it is                 

somehow known that the replica is currently stored at the desired location, as changing Storage               

QoS Class provides a guarantee that the replica is not moved away. This process should be                

understood in connection with the above section “Aggregate Storage QoS Classes”, in particular, if              

a replica should be guaranteed at multiple geographic locations concurrently. 

A final use-case involves discovering the current geographic location of a replica that is stored in a                 

non-geographic-targeting Storage QoS Class. An example of this use-case involves discovering           

where the replicas for files within a dataset are located, to choose where to run file-specific parts                 

of an analysis (assuming the analysis may be split into file-specific parts) or to choose where to run                  

the analysis so the minimum data movement is needed. The process for discovering geographic              

locality for replicas stored in a non-geographic-targeting Storage QoS Class is out of scope for this                

document. 

Comparison with current WLCG storage 

WLCG storage systems may be grouped into those providing disk-only storage and those providing              

both disk and tape storage. DPM and XRootD are examples of disk-only storage systems with               

Castor providing an example of disk and tape storage. Both dCache and StoRM may be deployed                

as disk-only or as disk and tape storage. EOS is disk-only storage but, with the addition of CTA, it                   

provides disk and tape storage. 
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Currently, in WLCG, each disk-only storage is assumed to provide a single homogenous storage              

service that meets some baseline expectations in terms of performance and reliability. Although             

the service availability is fairly well defined in the WLCG MoU documents, expected performance              

characteristics and data durability are less well documented. Such systems could be described by a               

single Storage QoS class “disk”. 

Disk and tape storage systems typically provide two storage options: disk-only storage and tape              

storage. The disk-only storage of a disk-and-tape service often behaves similarly to a disk-only              

system, and so may be described by the same Storage QoS class “disk”. 

Pinning is a temporary, time-limited availability of a file with a different QoS class. For example, a                 

file with the QoS class “tape” may be pinned with QoS class “disk”. While pinned, the file will                  

behave as other files with that QoS class; once the pin has expired or is removed, the file will                   

automatically revert to its original QoS. 

The effective QoS may also be modified by copying the file to a directory with a QoS class. This                   

creates an independent copy of the data that (from the storage system’s view) coincidentally has               

the same contents. 

QoS orchestration and the VO view 
In the model so far, each storage device provides a set of Storage QoS classes, with a simple                  

storage (one that does not support QoS natively) providing a single Storage QoS class. Each               

Storage QoS class is described by a set of attributes. 

By itself, this model is insufficient, as an experiment cannot handle each of these different storage                

options. There needs to be a further abstraction based on how an experiment/VO intends to use                

QoS. This abstraction is provided through the VO QoS Policies. 

A VO QoS Policy determines which storage systems may be used to store data at a specific point in                   

a specific work-flow. For example, once data is older than a month, it is not expected that this data                   

is accessed again (at least in the short-to-medium term). Such data might have the VO QoS Policy                 

COLD. Another example is raw data. This must be stored in a secure fashion so stored with the                  

ARCHIVAL VO QoS Policy storage. It is important to emphasis that VO QoS Policy labels are                

arbitrary, may be experiment-specific, and may be anything that makes sense to the experiment              

work-flow. 

Mapping VO QoS Policies to Storage QoS classes 

VO QoS Policies are, by themselves, of limited use. They become useful when they select different                

Storage QoS classes, as this allows the file’s corresponding replica’s Storage QoS to change over               

that file’s life, as the file’s VO QoS Policy changes. 

The experiment could define these VO QoS Policies in terms of which Storage QoS classes are                

suitable for storing this file’s replicas. This manual approach is perhaps the simplest and will work                

for a small number of Storage QoS classes, but will likely become unmanageable as the number of                 

Storage QoS classes increases. 

A variation on this first approach is where a site’s Storage QoS class is advertised with a list of VO                    

QoS Policies for which (the site believes) the Storage QoS is appropriate. Such self-certification              
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would likely come in collaboration with the experiment, and with the possibility for the              

experiment to override the association. This approach has the advantage of freeing the             

experiment from detailed knowledge of each site’s storage, but with the disadvantage of             

suppressing innovation.  

An alternative would be for a VO QoS Policy to define minimum acceptable attribute values; for                

example, a minimum bandwidth, maximum latency, minimum durability. In this way, a VO QoS              

Policy would select several Storage QoS as possible locations for their replicas, and an optimal               

option is selected, based on cost and location. 

A QoS orchestration agent, such as Rucio, is responsible for determining which Storage QoS classes               

match the desired VO QoS Policy, selecting the cheapest option and storing data at that location. 

Comparison with current WLCG storage 

Currently, there is no abstraction between how the experiments consider storage and how the              

sites describe what storage they offer. In the past, the experiments and sites have agreed what                

constitutes disk and tape storage. 

QoS adoption strategies 
In order for QoS to be adopted within WLCG, it must not require any “big bang” changes within                  

the infrastructure. Rather, support must be layered on top of the existing infrastructure, to allow               

adoption without interrupting regular activity. 

Therefore, we assume a simple starting point where all storage systems expose Storage QoS “disk”               

or “tape”. Similarly, we assume that there are two VO QoS Policies: “disk” and “tape”. These map                 

one-to-one to the Storage QoS classes with the same name. 

This starting point may be adopted without interrupting normal operations; however, as-is it             

provides no benefit. The benefits come as the number of QoS classes increases, as this allows                

flexibility, and so optimisation. 

Workflow driven definition of additional QoS classes  

Here, an analysis of the experiment’s workflow is used to identify places where storage may be                

optimised by defining new VO QoS Policies. Since this approach strongly depends on the              

experiment work-flows, we cannot present concrete examples. Instead, we present likely           

examples to illustrate this idea. 

Example 1: on stage out 

When a job completes, the output from that job is copied to some storage system and this data                  

set is registered in some central catalogue. The data is then copied to some other location.                

Currently, in WLCG the QoS is simply DISK. 

If we consider the impact of data loss, it becomes clear that the requirements on the storage                 

changes over this simple work-flow. When the data is initially uploaded, the storage holds the only                

copy of that data; if data were to be lost then the data would need to be regenerated by rerunning                    

the analysis code. Once a second copy of the data is made, the recovery procedure is easier: if the                   
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data is lost at one location then it may be recreated simply by copying the data from the other                   

location. As the impact of data loss is reduced, the requirements on the storage system storing                

this data may be similarly reduced. 

The VO could describe the file’s initial requirement as VO QoS Policy INITAL_OUTPUT. This selects               

relatively robust (and expensive) storage QoS class on the local storage, as this will be a single                 

copy and it is undesirable to lose data. Once the data is written, the VO changes the desired VO                   

QoS Policy to ROBUST_OUTPUT. This change triggers the creation of an additional replica, and the               

potential change of the existing replica from a robust Storage QoS class to a cheaper Storage QoS                 

class. 

Initially, both the robust storage QoS class and the cheaper Storage QoS class would (likely) map to                 

the same Storage QoS class: DISK. However, the site is now free to provision additional cheaper                

storage that is not sufficient for VO QoS Policy INITIAL_OUTPUT, but may be used for storing one                 

of the replicas of the VO QoS Policy ROBUST_OUTPUT. Given a flat budget, cheaper likely               

translates to additional capacity. 

 

Example 2: optimising for job IO patterns  

A VO may examine their analysis job’s IO patterns, perhaps by monitoring the time the job spent                 

waiting for data (e.g., blocked in IOWAIT state). This likely varies from job to job, but there may be                   

a class of jobs where their performance more strongly depends on the performance of the storage                

system than with other jobs. Any improvement in the storage system performance would bring              

more benefit (in terms of CPU-to-wall-clock ratio) for these jobs than for others. 

If a small amount of higher performance (and more expensive) storage were provisioned then that               

storage should be reserved for those jobs where the increase in performance would bring the               

largest benefits. This could be achieved by introducing a new VO QoS Policy: FAST. 

The sites that have provisioned the more expensive storage would advertise it with a new Storage                

QoS. The FAST VO QoS Policy would select this storage, allowing selected jobs to use this more                 

expensive storage while the other jobs continue using the cheaper storage. 

The VO would first attempt to schedule the job by selecting the FAST VO QoS Policy. If there is no                    

free capacity with FAST VO QoS Policy then the VO could either free FAST capacity or schedule the                  

job using storage with a lower QoS. 

Example 3: cloud storage 

Storing data on tape has two main motivations: first, the likelihood of data loss is low; second,                 

storing data on tape is cheaper than storing it on disk. When storing derived data (e.g., AOD,                 

nTuple) on tape, the motivation is to reduce cost rather than to avoid data loss. Unlike raw data,                  

derived data may be regenerated, if needed. 

To allow derived data to be stored on cheaper media that would not be appropriate for raw data,                  

the experiment can introduce two VO QoS Policies: ARCHIVAL and COLD. The ARCHIVAL VO QoS               

Policy must have high durability, while COLD VO QoS Policy is for data that is sufficiently unlikely to                  

be read that the cost for “warming up” data is acceptable. Both ARCHIVAL and COLD are currently                 
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satisfied by tape storage. However, by separating tape into ARCHIVAL and COLD, sites may use               

alternative storage. One such example is using cloud storage for COLD data. If data is stored in                 

some cloud service then it must be fetched back before use. Fetching data back takes time and                 

often incurs fiscal costs. Therefore, it is important that it is only used for data that is very unlikely                   

to be read; i.e., COLD data. 

Worked example 

The following table describes the changes to a file from when it was created through to its storage                  

in a long-term archive. Each row describes a transition in one or more Storage QoS Class, triggered                 

by the file changing its VO QoS Policy. 

What just happened VO QoS  

Policy(-ies) 

Storage QoS  

Class@site 

#1 

Storage QoS  

Class@site 

#2 

Storage QoS  

Class@site 

#3 

Job just wrote data INITIAL_OUTPUT Robust   

Replicated to an external    

site; reduce costs by    

changing Storage QoS   

Class. 

ROBUST_OUTPUT Disk Disk  

VO decides data is    

important. Further reduce   

cost by changing Storage    

QoS Class to “Volatile” 

VALUABLE Volatile Custodial  

Data needed for fast    

analysis at site #3 

VALUABLE, 

ANALYSIS@Site#3 

Volatile Custodial Fast 

No longer needed at site     

#3 

VALUABLE Volatile Custodial --deleted-- 

Data is old, lower access     

rate 

INACTIVE Cold Custodial  

Data is old, no longer     

accessed 

ARCHIVE --deleted-- Custodial  

It is important to emphasize that these examples are pedagogical. They are intended to help               

cement the ideas described above, rather than to provide a recipe for QoS adoption. In particular,                

the VO QoS Policy names and corresponding Storage QoS Classes shown above are only examples.               

They are NOT suggestions or recommendations. Experiments will choose VO QoS Policies that             

make sense to them, which may be different from experiment to experiment. 
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Example 4: tactical use of low-durability (or volatile) systems 

There may be circumstances under which provision of low-reliability systems could benefit            

experiments. Post-warranty hardware which cannot be used to satisfy current disk pledges could             

be of tactical advantage. Equally, elimination of a RAID layer could increase capacities by around               

15%. Such systems would be exposed under a VOLATILE Storage QoS Class. This could be               

accompanied by investment in automatic recovery from data loss. 

Technology drive definition of additional VO QoS Policies 

Another approach to optimising storage is when a site deploys some new kind of storage that                

provides some cost benefit or provides enhanced capabilities. This new storage has some new              

Storage QoS Class that is different from all other QoS currently available. 

The experiment’s data-management team is notified of this new Storage QoS Class and examines              

their work-flows to identify where it makes sense to use this new storage capability. 

If the new storage is cheaper then it may have caveats that limit at which points in the work-flows                   

it may be used. For example, if the new storage has marked reduction in performance then care                 

must be taken that data is not stored there where performance is important. 

If the new storage has better performance characteristics (and is more expensive) then the              

experiment should select only those parts of the work-flow where the storage performance is a               

key indicator of overall job efficiency. 

In either case, the experiment will assign a new VO QoS Policy to represent the specific usage,                 

mapping this QoS to the new Storage QoS Class. For other sites, this VO QoS Policy would map to                   

the existing Storage QoS Class, so there would be no change for those other sites. 

Creating a new VO QoS Policy allows other sites to learn of this potential optimisation. Those other                 

sites can then investigate whether they can support it, perhaps at a lower cost than their current                 

option. If such an option exists (and the site chooses to deploy it) then the new storage would be                   

advertised with a Storage QoS Class that allows the VO QoS Policy to select it. 

Example: optimising cost 

Perhaps the simplest benefit of defining Storage QoS is that it defines storage based on its                

characteristics, rather than which software and which hardware is used. This allows sites to              

experiment with alternative hardware and software, so as to drive down the cost of storing data.                

This saving may be passed on in terms of increased storage capacity. 

Exposing Cost 
One critical aspect of QoS is cost. Finite budgets force hard decisions on where to spend that                 

money, which is especially true for the forthcoming HL-LHC where a flat budget is expected. One                

of the main aims of QoS is to drive down cost. This is only possible if there is some measure of the                      

cost of storing data. 

In the commercial sphere, cost comes from two forms: the (monetary) cost of storing the data and                 

the (monetary) cost of moving data. The cost for storing data may have different aspects; for                
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example, there may be a cost per GiB and a cost per file. Likewise the cost for transferring data                   

may have different aspects; for example, internal transfers may be charged at a different rate to                

external transfers. 

However, such a financially driven cost model is somewhat artificial within WLCG because the              

experiment is not given a bill for their usage. Instead the storage is provided as an in-kind                 

contribution by the institute or country following a pledge model. 

We present two alternative approaches for describing the cost of storing data. 

In the first approach, cost is calculated based on how much raw capacity is needed to store a                  

particular file. For example, an object store that stores two replicas has a storage cost of 2/1                 

(200%), while a 16 disk RAID-6 storage system, each block has 14 disks of storage and two disks for                   

error detection and recovery, with a storage cost of 16/14 (~107%). When comparing dissimilar              

media, an equivalence factor is needed. A simple equivalence factor would involve comparing the              

cost of the different media (e.g., a tape cartridge and a disk drive) scaled by the capacity of these. 

In the second approach, cost is calculated based on the fraction of the pledged (or available)                

resources. In this approach, storing a file on SSD/flash is more expensive than storing the same file                 

on spinning disk simply because there is less capacity of SSD/flash. 

The actual cost model is something that will likely need to be discussed with the experiments,                

weighing in different factors, and may change over time.  

Static and dynamic QoS 

A simple storage system that uses a homogenous storage layer will have a single QoS: all data is                  

treated identically. This has the advantage of working with off-the-shelf storage. However, to             

achieve optimal performance, a site may have to provide many Storage QoS classes. If the site                

deploys only simple storage then each Storage QoS class would require a different storage system;               

for example, one system with RAID-6 storage, another exposing a Ceph cluster, with yet another               

providing access to SSD/Flash storage. 

An alternative approach involves the storage software providing multiple Storage QoS classes,            

with an interface that lets clients discover which options are available and to manage the               

transitions. Such an interface was developed within the XDC project. When used with QoS              

software (such as dCache, StoRM and EOS) multiple Storage QoS classes may be supported with a                

single storage system. 

A middle ground exists, essentially a form of Software Defined Storage, which would allow the               

administrator to adapt QoS, or offer a variety of QoS to different user communities, but this ability                 

would not be exposed to the end user. Existing systems vary in their support here and the extent                  

to which this has been exercised within WLCG. 

Another cost-saving mechanism is available to storage systems which support multiple QoS.            

Known as “Data Lifecycle”, this involves automatic QoS transitions (for example moving older data              

to colder storage) which promote data residency at the lowest cost layer. A similar principle could                
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be implemented at the experiment level using different storage systems at different stages in the               

data lifecycle.  

Pledges 

Currently, WLCG operates a pledge system. In this system, a site that is participating in some                

experiment agrees to provide a certain amount of storage capacity. This simplification constitutes             

a hurdle for sites wishing to prioritise throughput or durability (as opposed to capacity) in their                

procurements. Adoption of QoS would allow a refinement of this model, giving sites proper              

recognition for deploying systems which better match workflow requirements. 

There are some possible solutions that do not require changes to the pledge model. One solution                

would be to specify an expected ratio of different storage types and give the pledged total size.                 

Another option is to leave providing additional Storage QoS classes optional (for example, a site is                

not required to supply SSD/Flash storage), but to have some way of compensating sites that have                

deployed alternative media; e.g., by lowering their pledge. 

However, perhaps the cleanest solution is to incorporate VO Storage Policy into the site pledge               

system; e.g., REBUS. 

One way to do this is for an experiment to express their requirements in terms of their VO Storage                   

Policies. Sites could then provision capacity that targets these VO Storage Policies, either explicitly              

or through the advertised attributes (see the section “Mapping VO QoS Policies to Storage QoS               

classes” above). This approach allows sites to deploy more expensive technology and to be              

recognised for that contribution; however, there may be more work for sites that support multiple               

VOs. 

Another approach sees WLCG (through some group, such as the Resources Review Board) defining              

a standard set of Storage QoS Classes. This standard vocabulary would be used to describe future                

experiment requirements and for sites to pledge resources. This has the advantage of a simple               

transition over the current DISK and TAPE based system, but may act to suppress innovation if a                 

new QoS Class requires its own, new Storage QoS Class. 

The concept of appropriate recognition of more diverse systems could be extended to             

experimental installations intended to explore technical possibilities. In order to motivate the            

necessary research and development activity at sites, such systems could be accounted under an              

EXPERIMENTAL VO QoS policy and given due credit. 

 

Role of WLCG 
QoS already exists on the infrastructure. Sites are already innovating with storage provision and              

experiments are fully aware that not all storage systems are equal. Can this organic growth suffice                

to realise QoS benefits? Is WLCG-level visibility required? 

There are a number of reasons for promoting QoS to a WLCG-level activity 
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● Ability to identify common initiatives and directions across sites and experiments which            

can reinforce one another to mutual advantage. 

● As the ultimate guardian of the pledge system, which is often seen as a barrier to QoS                 

innovation, WLCG must be involved in order to legitimise and promote experimentation            

and to recognise ("bless") new QoS classes. 

● Certain aspects of QoS require harmonisation across the infrastructure. For example, sites            

should not need to use a different vocabulary for advertising storage QoS to different              

experiments. Common mechanisms (e.g. for advertising QoS classes) may be needed to            

enable the process of adoption and coherent developments across storage systems may be             

required. 

● Validation of declared storage QoS classes (“this storage is high performance”) could be             

performed as a central activity 

The challenge for WLCG is therefore to reach a collective conclusion on the merits of QoS and to                  

plot a coherent path to its adoption. This white paper is intended to frame and to stimulate the                  

necessary debate. Comments to the WLCG QoS WG are warmly welcomed. 

Conclusions 

In this paper we have described the concepts behind Storage Quality of Service. In some places,                

the different options are discussed, highlighting the benefits of these different approaches. In             

general, the ideas discussed here have the advantage of being layered on the existing              

infrastructure and do not require building a parallel infrastructure. 

We have described the QoS model that allows for abstraction in how different storage options are                

presented and selected. There are two levels of abstraction: at the site level and at the VO level. 

Site level abstraction (Storage QoS Classes) allows for innovation in which technologies a site              

deploys, which may help drive down cost. The VO level abstraction (VO QoS Policies) allow the                

experiments to remain agile when choosing which storage is used at different points in              

work-flows. 

This paper also provides several examples that demonstrate how WLCG can adopt new storage              

technologies and minimise costs and improve performance. 
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